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SCULPTING THE VOID
MUSEUM OF 
CAPITALISM
Capitalism: An economic system based on private 
ownership of the means of production,based on supply 
and demand,a social system based on the principle 
of individual rights. Capitalism is now quite commonly 
used to describe the social system in which we now live.
01- Our problem is that Capitalism has been abused 
and is now associated with greed but in truth it is uplifting.
the famous illusion of perception that oscillates between 
background and foreground making viewers see two 
opposing faces or a single vase - we are trying to raise 
this level of intellectual debate and to highlight the bright 
part of the social system - We need to demonstrate that 
statements like this below are untrue and it is only greed 
that has led to these angry falsehoods. about to see 
things differently - solids and voids have meanings.

02-It is important to define “Capitalism” correctly 
because a proper definition is a prerequisite to a proper 
defence - capitalism should be a poor child in Vietnam 
who can sell a sprite plastic bottle and convert it into a 
sculpture , if I sell bread at a reasonable price I’m still 
capitalist but I’m sharing my wealth.
03- the Whole is much more than its parts . the bigger 
picture become more valuable.
04-Capitalism is freedom. to have the chance to turn 
your dream into reality . to share and care. to have faith 
on our own abilities. to encourage the social interaction 
and connectivity between cultures.
05- Great accomplishments and many more things 
else will be true if we did not think of them as impossible.
this is to foster the value of sustainability in all aspects - to travel 
by our world to a further and wider place .

01- CONTROVERSIAL 02 -AMBITION 03 - PART TO WHOLE 04 - NEW DEFINITION 05 - SUSTAINABILITY


